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Impact melts are common among lunar materials and range in size from small agglutinitic soil components to sizeable holocrystalline handspecimens of large melt sheets. We are presently studying impact melts of intermediate size that occur as drapings or coatings on various host rocks, as large hollow or solid spheres and/or veins penetrating the host rock. These objects—termed "Large Glassy Objects" (LGO's)—are defined as melts with masses >1 g. They are particularly abundant at Apollo 16 where they reflect either (1) the more intensive cumulative cratering history relative to mare surfaces and/or the highland slopes at Apollo 15 and 17 or (2) the presence of North- and South-Ray craters, i.e., two relatively young impact structures. Our studies include petrographic observations, major and trace element analysis and ferromagnetic resonance. The major objective is to distinguish between a source area of regolith or of underlying "bedrock". Those specimens of nonregolith composition reflect large impact events that penetrated the local soil. The impact melts generated in such events reflect a physical target volume that is generally orders of magnitude larger than the handspecimen returned and thus the LGO's may potentially yield a good average composition of the substrate. By analyzing some 50 glassy objects we hope to be able to see systematic compositional differences between the Cayley Plains and Descartes Mountains at Apollo 16. This is a progress report detailing our findings on the first 9 glassy objects.

Chemical data are presented in Table 1; the major element data represent averages of approximately 50 individual spots. In general, compositional ranges of both holohydalline and aphanitic objects are limited; Al₂O₃ may range 2% from the average. Figure 1 compares the major element content of the LGO's with those of other Apollo 16 materials. The majority of the LGO's have a strong chemical affinity to Apollo 16 soils for which only averages of each station are plotted. Samples 60015, 60095, 64455, 65016 and 67115 are most likely derived from the regolith. The other melt compositions appear to be mixtures of the diverse Apollo 16 lithologies either with or without a regolith component. Sample 64435 requires a distinctly more mafic component, while samples 65035, 60135, and 61016 obviously have higher feldspar contents than the soils. These melt compositions are distinctly different from any Apollo 16 host rock.

Trace element data on samples 60095, 64455, and 65016 confirm the similarities between these samples and local regolith soils from Stations 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10. Sample 61016 most closely resembles data from soil Station 11 which is the most felsic of all the Apollo 16 soil stations. Sample 64435 shows little similarity to any of the Apollo 16 soil stations; no one source can account for its composition.

The compositional variations which have been observed in these LGO's have not yielded a discernable difference that can be attributed to the Cayley Plain, Descartes Mountain question. In addition, even though some similarities exist between some of the LGO's and various Apollo 16 lithologies, no LGO composition can clearly be attributed to the identified host rock.
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Table 1. Major and trace element data for LGO's and selected soil stations. Values in () are range of composition. Average values for soil stations taken from Korotev (1).

Figure 1. Average compositions of LGO's and other Apollo 16 materials. Data for rock samples taken from Ryder and Norman (2).